CAUTION
THE EQUIPMENT COVERED BY

THrsE INSTRuc'ITONs sHOuLD
BE INSTALLED, OPERATEI). AND
SERVICED ONLY BY COMPETENT

TECHNICIANS FAMILIAR WI"
GOOD SAFETY PRACTICES. "ESE
INSTRUCTIONS ARE WRITTEN
FOR SUCH PERSONNEL AND ARE
NOT INTENI)EI) AS A SUBSTITUTE
FOR ADEQUATE TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCE IN SAFE PROCEI)URES FOR THIS TYPE OF
EQUIPMENT.
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within a vacuum chamber, oil contamination is eliminated and the arc;ng contact life is prolonged.

Control of the motor drive equipment
may be either manual or automatic/
manual, depending on the requirements
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Fig.1. Load-tap-changing equipment, type LRT-200

The Type LRT-200 load-tap-chal`ging

of the installation, and can be located at

the lransformer and/or on a remote
panel. When equipped with automatic
cont rols a relatively constant voltage can
be Tnaintained automatically at some
predetel.mined load ccltter as the transformer input voltage nuctuates and as
load conditions vary.
In the following text, numbers in
parentheses refer to items in the various
figures and symbols in italics refer to
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1. CONCENTRIC DRIVE: SHAFTS

2. VACUUM INTERFiuFTER

3. TAP-SELECTOR SWITCH

Fig. 2. Front view of switch meal.anism
456

89
4.

WEAR INDICATOFt

5. BV-PASS SWITCH
6. CONTROLCAM
7. CONTROL SHAFT
8.

9. FIEVERSING SWITCH
10. MOTOFi
11. MOTOR CAPACITOR
12. REDUCTION GEAf`S

INSULATING CYLINDER

Fig. 3. Rear view of swlich mechanism
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camroperated control switches. The handcrank drive shaft is also located in this
compartment and space has been provided for selsyns and/or other types of
remote position indicating devices, as required.

The lower air-rilled compartment is
mounted at a convenient height above
ground level and contains the balance of
the automatic LTC control equipment.
Provisions are included for various optional control features such as paralleling
CT's. lockout relays, voltage reduction
controls. etc.. plus certain transformer
auxiliaries such as a fault pressure relay
seal-in circuit. cooling equipment controls, current transformer terminal
boards, etc.

1. Mc>vAB`LE coNTAcrs
2. CONCENTRIC DRIVE SHAFTS
3. MOVABLE CONTACT SLIP FilNG
4. STATIONAFiY CONTACT

.

5. COLLECTOR FINGEB

• TAP SELECTOR

Fig. 4. Tap selector switch
componelit§ shown in Fig. 14 and on the
LTC Control Diagram. For complete details of any I)articular installation the user
is referred to the Control Diagram furnished with the transformer. This should
be used in conjunction with the motor
drive diagram shown in Fig. 14.

DESCRIPTION
The LTC equipment is assembled in
three separate compartments mounted on
the end of the (ransformer tank as shown
in Fig,I. Tlie upper compartment is oil
filled and contains the ta|) selectors,
reversing switches. by-pass switches,
vacuum interrupteTS, mo(or, gears, a portion of the protective circuit, etc. This
compartment is sealed to protect the
mechanism and its insula(ing oil from ex-

posure to the atmosphere.

Directly below the oil compartment and
attached to it is a small air-ril]ed auxiliary
control compartment with a view;ng window for observation of the position indicator and containing the limit and

The tap selector a'igs. 2 and 3) consists
of three dial-type switches mounted inside
a common insulating cylinder (8). Each
switch (Fig. 4) has two movable contacts
(I) and nine stationary contacts (4). The
stationary contacts are arranged in a circlc inside the cylinder and are connected
to taps in the transformer windings. Eacli
contact has two shelves, one for each of
the two movable contacts.

The movat)le contacts are mounted on
two concentric drive shafts (2) and are insulated from one another. Connections
are made to these contac(s through col-

1.

GENevAGEARs

2.

GENEVA GEAR DRIVER PIN`S

3.

POSITIVE STOP LUG

Fig. 5. Geneva gear assembly
single-pole, double-throw switch. This
switch is used to reverse the polarity of

the tapped portion of the transformer
winding and thus doubles tl`e number of
available tap positions. Mounted near the
bottom of the tap-selcclor cylinder a=ig.
6). its stationary contacts are located inside the cylinder and the remainder of the
assembly is bolted on the outside.

The switch is actuated by a boss on one
of the Geneva gears acting through a
Geneva sector. lever arms, and connecting rods. It remains locked in one position during all operations of the tap
selector until the ninth tap is reached.
At this point it nips over and is then
locked in the opposite position while the
tap selector continues on its second I.evolution.

lector fingers (5) sliding on slip rings (3).

One pair of movable contacts in each
phase is attached to the outer shaft and
the other pair is attached to the inner
shaft through slots in the outer shaft.
These slots are designed to allow sufricient travel for the inner and outer shafts
to rotate the movable contacts independcntly of one another, making contact
with either tlie same or adjacent stationary contacts as required.
A Geneva gear is mounted at lhe end
of each drive shaft and these two gears
(I, Fig. 5) are actuated by pins (2. Fig.
5), on a double Geneva gear driver. The
arrangement is such that the two shafts
and their contacts are locked in position
except during tap changes at whicl` tine
they are rotated in an alternating sequence
by the double driver. With the two arms
on the same stationary contact, a one-half
revolution of the Gelieva gear driver
causes one arm to move to the next adjacent contact, and on completion of the
re\'olution the second arm is moved to
this same contact.

^ Rovorslng Switcli
I.

STATIONARY CONTACTS

2. CoMMON CONTACT
3.

SWF,:::§°fj:hep:tTvej::ial-;?,¥tfp.;:cj:::::
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MOVING CONTACT BLADE

Fig. 7. By-pass swllch
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reversing switch actuator when the
meclianism reaches its maximum position
in either direction. Engagement is made
just slightly beyond the point at which the
electrical limit switches should stop the
mechanism, thus mechanically blocking
any further movement beyond the rinal
end positions.

BY-PASS SWITCH
A by-pass switch is used in each phase
to shunt current flow around the vacuum
intcrrupter except when taps are being
changed.

Fig. 8. Dual-slope control cam
Pos]tlvo Stop

The switch (Fig. 7) consists of a common contact (2) and two stationary contacls {1) which are normally bridged by
a cam controlled moving contact blade
(3). The control cam is on the same shaft
as the vacuum interrupter cam. At the beginning of a tap change the connection
at one of the stationary contacts is broken
causing the current in that half of the circuit lo be diverted through the vacuum
intcrrupter. It remains broken while the
interrupter and tap selector function to
change taps. Near the end of tlie cycle the
connection is remade to complete the
change.

In addition to electrical limit switches.

the meclianism is provided with a
mechanical stop. The stop consists of a
lug (3. Fig. 5) on each of the two Geneva
gears which comes in contacl with the

Movements of the tap selectors. bypass switches. reversing switches, and

vacuum intermpters arc coordinated in a
rixed sequence, causing all contact arcing
lo take place within the interrupters. For

uts,

pig.10. Wear indicator
a detailed description of this series of
operations, refer to the section entitled

"Tap Changing Sequence."

VACUUM INTERRUPTER

AssErviBLv
A special dual-slope cam assembly aHg.
8) controls the movement of the vacuum
interrupter mechanism, providing a steep
slope for opening and a moderate slope
for closing. The two different cam slopes
are obtained in both directions of rotation by means of an auxiliary cam, roller.
and spring assembly which controls the
position of the steep slo|)e portion of the
Cam.

At the appropriate time during each tap
change, the control cam allows the twopiece actuator arm (3 and 9. Fig. 9) to
drop abruptly. Spring (10) accelerates this
movement of (he arm through a Short dislance of free travel, increasing its momenturn prior to striking drive nut (7). This
impact followed by a continuing movement in the same direc(ion produces a

+:::yta::sP.!d °Pening Of the jnterrupter
As the moving contact of the interruptor reaches its maximum open position,
latch (a engages an extension of the operating rod (10, Fig. I I) to hold the contacts open temporarily. Inside the vacuum
interrupter a metallic vapor arc is
produced by the separation of its two contacts. This arc is extinguished during the
first current zero owing to the high-speed

opening of the contac.s and the vapors
then disperse and condense on shield (7),
thus retaining the high dieleclric strength

of the vacuum.

I.

CAM FIOLIEB

2. ADJllsTMENT SCBEW
3.
4.

ACTUATOR AFiM (LOWEFi END)
WEAFZ INDICATOR

5. DASHroT
6.

LATCH

7. DRIVENUT
8. MOVABLE: CONTACT TERMINAL
9. ACTllATOR ARM (UPPER END)
10. ACTUATOR SPRING
11. VACUUM INTEBRUPTEB
12. STATIONARY CONTACT TERMINAL

Fig. 9. Vacuum lnterrupter assembly

When the tap selector has completed its
seqt]encc, the moderate slope of the col)trol cam begins to raise the actuator arm
and recompress the actuator spring. As
the force which opened the contacts is removed, the presure differential caused by
the vacuum within (he in(errupter acts on
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the operating rod through bellows (I) to
exert a closing force agaliist the latch. Just
before the control arm reaches the top of
the cam it trips the latch, releasing the
operating rod and initiating a high-speed
reclosing of the interrupter contac(s. the
rate of which is controlled by a dashpot
(5' Fig. 9).

Wo8i. Indlcator
During each tap change a minute quantity of contact metal is vaporized, resulting in eventual erosion of the contact tips.
Since the contacts are not visible. an external wear indicator has been provided
above the dashpot on each vacuum interrupter assembly as shown in Fig, 10. An
extension of the operating rod protrudes

through a hole in the indicator plate and
tlie amount of this protrusion is gradually reduced over the life of the internipter. Thus when the top of the rod becomes
nush with the indicator plate (with the interrupter closed) the contacts are worn
out and the interrupter must be replaced.

4.

I. ON.POSITION OBSE:RVATION PORT
2. HANDCRANK COUFLING
3. POSITION INDICIATOR

6. CONTROL SHAFT
7. SEQUENCING SWITcliES

AUXILIARY CONTROLS
The control shaft (7, Fig. 3) extends
down through a self-adjusting seal at the

bottom of the oil compartment and into
the auxiliary control compartment. This
compartment is shown in Fig. 12 with its
sheet metal housing removed.

Fig.12. Auxiliary controls with housing removed
ate contacts of tlie three sequencing
switches 33S (7). These contacts in turn

explained more fully under "Operation.
Motor Drive."

control the operation of a number of relays and timers to insure completion of.
the tap changing cycle.

Position lndlcation
The position indicator (3) is driven by

4

Control Swltches and Dynamic
Braking
The sequence of operations required to
make a tap change is controlled by cans
(5) mounted on control shaft (6). Rotalion of the shaft causes the cans to oper-

LIMIT SWITCHES

5. CANS

The switching sequence also serves to
stop the mechanism exactly on position
at the end of each tap change through the
use of a dynamic braking circuit. This
method of stopping involves the application of a momentary d-c current across
the motor windings at the proper time as

a worm gear on the control shaft. The
gear ratio is such as to cause the indicating pointer to move through 320 degrees
for the full range of tap changes. Nunbers on the dial correspond to tap posilions shown on the transformer nameplate and drag fingers show the extremes
in operating positions since last reset. The
ringers are held in position by a spring
~.and ratchet assembly and can be reset by
means of a solenoid which is energized
through a switch on the control panel in
the lower control compartment or by
manually lifting the solenoid plunger
directly behind the base of the indicator
dial.

An observation port (I) just above the
position indicator provides a visual means

of determining whether or not the tap
selector and interrupter assembly has
stopped on position. A paint mark on the
large gear visible through the hole should
be aligned with the nearby pointer at the
conclusion of each tap change if the
mechanism is functioning properly.

9876
1. FLEXIBLE METALLIC BELLOWS ASSEMBLY
2. INSULJITING VACUUM ENVELOPE

3. ARCING CoNTACTS
4. VACUUM cllAMBEF! .
5. , sTATioNARy ELECTRicAL TERMiNir
.,.

Llml`t Swltchos

6. METAL.TO-INSULATION VACUUM SEAL
7. METAL VAPOR CONDENSING SHIELD

8. ELECTRIC ABCING REGloN
9. BELIOWSSHIE:lD
io. OpERATiNG ROD {MOvABLE TEFiMiNAL,

FIg.11. Cutaway vlow Of POWERIVAC®
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Snap-action limit switches .(4) are
mounted behind the position indicator
dial and tlleir contacts are wired into tl`e

vacuum lnterrupter
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CR4P, and tran§formcr 72P. Whenever
a signal appears, SCR /P is triggcred into
conduction and will then aoutJ.nue to conduc( until manually reset by means of
switch SJP. Conduction through SCR JP
energizes red fault light LJP, initiates a
control sequence which stops the motor
and returns the mechanism to its las(
operating position and also opens the
control circuits to prevent initiation of
any further tap changes. These operations
are explained more fully under "Operation, Protective System." Relay 68 is a
mechanically latching relay so that the
fault indications will not be lost if control power is temporarily lost.

Test switch S2P is provided for checking the protective system at installation
and occasionally throughout the life of
the transformer. Closing this switch introduces a current into the §ys(cm through
resistor R4P which is equivalent to that

produced by a CT when an interruptcr
fails to open. The routine for testing is
outlined under "Installation."
INSTALLATION

Fig.13. Contfol compartment .

The load-lap-changing equipment is
shipped in place and is to be prepared for
service by observing the following installation guide. Do not operate the equipment wliile a vacuum is applied (a either
the LTC housing or the main transformer
tank.

CAUTION - Note that insulating
motor relay circuit. A trip lever on the
position indicator sliaft opens switch

(LS/I,) at the maximum lower position,
or.switch (LS/R) at the maximum raise
position, to prevent electrical operation
of the mechanism beyond ci(her of the
end positions.

CONTROL COMPARTMENT
Items mounted in this compartment,
Fig. 13, include an operating panel with
control power circuit breaker 8M, position indicator drag finger reset switch S7,
operation counter K3. raise/lower switch

CST. auto/manual switch 43T, remote/local switch 4JTRL. (when required): the vacuum interrupter protective
system: and the automatic static control
equipment (as described in separate instructions). When required , certain other
auxiliary transforlner devices may also be
located in this com|)artment.

oporitlon CoLinter
An operation counter K3 is mounted
near the bottom of the automatic control
panel and is electrically operated through
contacts 2-3 of sequencing switch 3JS.
Periodic recordings of the coui`Ier readings aLre recommended as a means of de-

termining when to make an inspection of
the vacuum intemipter wear indicators.
See "Maintenance."

Protoctlve Syslom

materials ln tl\e oil coinpal.Iiient can absorb moisture during prolonged exposure
lo the atmosphere. Periods exceeding 60
hours should, theretbi.e, be avoided since
a drying cycle may then be [equii.ed.

A protective system has been provided
INSPECTloN
'
to guard against the possibility of developing an arc across the tap selector in.'
Before placing the transformer in servthe event that an interrupter sliould fail ice, drain the oil from the tap-selector
to open properly during a tap change, The compartment and make the following insystem utilizes a current transrormcr in spection:
series with each vacuum intcrrupter (see
I. Check for loose or damaged parts.
Fig. 15) and the outputs of these three

lTaustomers CTIP, CT2P and C13P ale
paralleled as §ho\rm in Fig. 14. Switch S3P

on the mechanism shorts these secondaries while the vacuum interruptcrs arc
closed. This switch is vane operated in a
sequence which causes it to open just after
the vacuum interruptcrs have opened and
to close just before they reclose. Therefore, an output will be obtained from the
currclit transformer circuit only if an interrupter falls to function properly; i.e„
only if it continues to carry current at a
time when no current should be flowing.
The cuTrcnt transformer outpu( is applied to the gate circuit of silicon controlled rectifier SCRJP through a voltage
limiting network consisting of rectifier

2. Check electrical connections for
tightness and for clearance between bare
parts of connectors and metallic parts of
the mechanism. If connections appear to
be loose. they should be tightcncd to a
torque of 16 to 18 footpounds.

3. Operate the tap selector with the
handcrank and ch.eck for binding. See

"HANDCRANK

4. With the mechanism on in operating posi(ion, rcfcr (o Fig.. 9, measure the

gap between drive nut (7) and upper ac.`^

6
+,-ts2.Jhi,h\|,|`,ij,^|,\|'StHi,\£J3„,£,a.A,A,.|||i`

OPERATION."

Check that the auxiliary cans of the dualslope cans, Fig. 8, hold the outer cams
back in each direction so the interrupters
receive an inpact for opening.
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tuator arm (9) on each interrupter. Note
that the gap to bc measured is between
the nut and the top of the .125" (3.18mm)

bump on the ac[uator am. This gap
should be .125 ± .010 incl` (3.18mm ±

.25mm). If it is not within limits, follow
the adjustment procedure outlined under

" INTERRUPTER REPLACEMENT. "

operation position.

At this position the red FAULT light
should also come on, indicaling that an
interrupter failure has occurred and that
the controls have been locked out. Check
the integrity of this lockout by attempting to operate the mechanism again in

both directions using Csr. No further
5. Operate through all positions electrically by means of raise/lower switch
CST cltecking the following:

a. See that braking relay 84X, the upper left relay in the group of six control
relays.located behind the center control
panel, Fig. 13, functions [o provide about
one second of braking current to the

motor at the end of the tap change sequence. Time delay is not critical within
the range of 0.5 to 2.0 seconds and is adjustable by means of a knob on the battom of the relay.

(C,

b. Make sure the mechanism stops
on position by checking to see that the
paint mark on the gear above the 'posilion indicator js aligi`ed with its pointer,
and that the position marks on the upper
drive gears inside the cnd plate ®n the
mechanism are aligned with one another.
Ir there is not agreement between sets of
marks, the marks on the mechanism gears
should take precedence in making adj ustments. If the mechanism dues not stop on
position. the control cans (item 5, Fig.
12) should be`adjusted as required to
make it do so.

c. See that the auxiliary cam followers on the dual-slope control cans Gig.
8) go into the indent on the auxiliary calms
on each phase when operated in both
directions.

• d. See that the position indicator and

operation counter function properly.
e. Make sure the limit switches do
not stop the mechanism before the rinal
position i§ reached and that they do not
permit initiation of a tap change after il
is reached. If necessary, adjust the posilion of the switches to obtain this performance.

TESTING PROTECTIVE SYSTEM

©

Make a check of the vacuum interrupter protective system by holding switch
S2P in the TEST position and attempting to change taps in the raise direction
by means of control switch CST. If the
prolcctive system js working property,
this will create the effect of an interrupter failure as soon as switch SJP opens.
The mechanism should run in (he raise
direction only far enough to open the
vacuum interrupters and switch Sjp. It
should stop before the tap selector opens,
reverse itself and run back to the normal

movement of any kind should tat(e place.
After making the preceding test in.the
raise direction, press reset switch SJP and
repeat the same test in the lower direction.

CHECK FOR INTERRuPTER LEAKS
The intcrrupters are designed to maintain their vacuum integrity throughout
their operating life. However, before
placing the transformer in service cach intcrrupter should be checked for leaks,
Major leaks as a result of shipping
damage, or smaller leaks over an extended period such as during storage, can
cause a total loss of vaciium and can be
detected as follows.
I. Operate the mechanism manually
while caTefu]ly observing movement of
the wear indicator and all components of
the ac(ua(or assembly.
2. The wear indicator should travel a
distance of approximately 0.I-inch between the open and closed positions. If
i. does not, and the actuator assembly is
working properly, indications are that the
interruptcr has lost its vacuum and must
be replaced.

3. Complete loss of vacuum can be confirmed by making a continuity test as follows, Turn the handcTank until (he
in(errupters open. Connect the lcads from
a low-voltage continuity tester (suitable
for touching without injury) across the
contacts of the inte[TupteT and operate the
closing mechanism by hand, i.e., close the
interruptcr by manually compressing the
actuator spring. I f the interrupter has lost
the major portion of its vacuum, its contacts win not close and, of course. it must
be replaced.
If preferred. continuity can be checked
with the mechanism on an opci.ating position and the intel.rupters closed by the
actuator asselnblics. In this case it will be
necessary to disconnect the leads from the
moving contacts as outlined in the following paragraphs on ``Hi-Pot Test."

Minor leaks can substantially reduce
the ability of an iriterrupler to break an
electrical arc without affecting its
mechanical operation. Since the preccding inspection will not detect problems of
this nature, a hi-pot test is also to be made
on each interrupter.

HI-POT TEST
Bcford refilling the compartment, per-

form a hi-pot test on each vacuum interrupter (o make sure it has not lost vacuum
during shipment, storage or installation
of the transfomer. This same test should
also be made any time thereafter that
faulty operation is suspected such as when
the FAULT light comes on. See
"Operation."
I. Open control power circuit breaker
8M.

2. Use the handcrank to run the
mechanism until the vacL]um interruptcrs
open (until the control cans allow all of
the actuator arms to drop).
3. Disconnect the cable lead from the
movable contact (top end) at the point
wl`ere it is bolted to the by-pass switch
conncctor.

4. Separa(e the cable from the connector by at least two inches and connect the
"hot" test lead lo this cable.

5. Connect the "ground" test lead to
the stationary contact, either at the bottom end of the interTup(er oT at the point
where its cable lead is attached (o the bypass switch connector. Note that, if hipot equipment with a grounded cen(er tap
is used, both ends of the interrupter must
bc disconnected from the mechanism
before testing.

6. Apply a lokv a-c (or 14kv d-c) hipot test vol(age across the interrupter contacts for a period of one minute. Any
breakdown indicates loss of a suitable
vacuum and requires replaccmenl of the
interrupter.
Since external leakage current lnay
result from surface contamination of the
interrupter Shell, some discretion is re-

quired in judging the integrity of the
vacuum by this me(hod. Currents up to
250 micro-amperes probably do not indicale a loss of vacuuln. Above that level,
further checking is warranted. First observe the applied voltage at which current
starts to increase and the approximate
change in current for a 107o change in
voltage. If current cliange is sevei.al times

voltage change. it is probably due to
breakdown of the interal gap between
contacts. This can be verified by placing
a 0.02 to 0.03 spacer be!wecn tlie actuator ami and the drive I`ut in order to increase the contact gap and rei)eating the
hi-pot. If there is internal breakdo`m, this
should increase the potential a( which current starts to flow. No change in currentvolt`age characteristics will indicate that
the current is due to surface contaminalion. If surface contamination is indicated, it should be reduced by wiping the

7
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insulating Shell with a clean. dry. lint-free
cloth. If internal current is indicalcd and
a 0.03 increase in gap does not decrease
the leakage current to below 50 microamperes, the interrupter should be
replaced.

initiation of a tap change under fault con-

cal motor-drive control diagram of Fig.

ditions.

14.

7. Disconnect test leads and reconnect
the cables. To avoid straln on the interrupter bellows, dress the cable from the
movable contact in such a way that the
hole in its crimp connector remains
aligned with the hole in the connec!or of
its own accord before replaci.ng the bolt.

WARNING - Tl)e protective system is
inoperative when tl)e ta|is are being

function of protective relays 68, 68X/R

::ThBa#gtyt:#dL#T#:£:cT:tnatt#

I. Motor raise relay 84R is energized
through normally closed contac!s 7-8 of
relay 84L and limit switch LS/A.

OPERATION
HANDCRANK

tl`e tran§formeT is ene[rized as serious
damage to the transformer and/or personal
injury may result!

-~.,+

8. Use the handcrank to continue runRing the mechanism to the next tap posilion and check to see that all interrupters
reclose properly.
OIL FILLING
Check dieleclric s[rcligth of the oil and
fill the compartment to the 25C lcvcl as
indicated on the liquid level gage. The
manhole should be left open during fill-

ing to serve as a vent. The compartment
is designed to be sealed for normal operation. After oil rilling and sealing, it
should be pressurized to 2 psi (13.8 kpa)
with di.y nitrogen gas through the pressure test valve. Thereafter, the pressurevacuum b]ceder will serve to maintain the
operating pressure within safe limits.

If there is any reason to suspect that
moisture has entered the compartment. it
should be removed before rilling. Remove
any free water first by wiping with dry
rags. Any remaining surface moisture can
then be removed by drawing a vacuum of
2 millimeters (266.6 kpa) absolute pressure and holding for a minimum of 4
hours. If it js necessary to draw a vacuum,
remove the pressure-vacuum bleeder and
pressure-vacuum gage and replace them
with pipe plugs.

CONNECTIONS
Refer to the transformer Connection
Diagram for accessory wiring in the con-

trol compartment and to the LTC Control Diagram for wiring and elementary
diagrams of the load-tap€hanger control
circuits. A removable drillplate is provid-

ed in the bottom of the compartment for
making conduit connections.
When provided with automatic controls, note that the 120 volt potential supply must be taken from the circuit to be
regulated. For proper, linerdrop compensation, the potential supply and the current supply must be in phase on the basis
of unity power-factor load current. When
a reclosing relay is provided for the main
circuit breaker feeding the transformer,
• refer to the notations on the Control Diagram for special connections to prevent
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The load-tap.changing mechanism can
be opcratcd manually for inspection and
maintenance purposes by means of a
handcrank. A handcrank coupling is
provided above the position indicator (2,
Fig. 12) and the crank itself is stored inside the air compartment on the left-hand
door. To operate the mechanism by hand,
de-energize the control circuits by opening control power circuit breaker 8M and
use the handcrank to turn the coupling.
Approximately 3 turns are required to
make a change of one tap. There will be
a noticeable increase in the torque required to turn the crank at one point during each tap change owing to the force
required to recomprcss the actuator
springs.

The position indicator will show the tap
position and also the direction in which
taps are being changed. Watch the indi-

cator and the on-position paint marks on
the tieveled-gear drive assembly to make
sure the mechanism is stopped at an operating position. The mechanical stop becomes effective on the cnd positions to
prevent further liand operation beyond

Assuming that a change of taps has
been called for in the raise direction, the
motor drive equipment will function as
follows (temporarily disregarding the

and 68X/I):

2. Once relay 84R has been energized,
the following occurs:
a. Contacts 9-JO close to seal-in re-

lay 84R through contacts 22-2J of switch
33S (which are closed by the middle cam
as soon as the motor begins to run).
b. Contacts J4 close to energize motor 84.
c. Contacts 7-8 open to lock out the
corres|)onding lower circuit.

d. Contacts J-6 open to prevent dynamic braking power froln being applied
to the motor while it is being energized
through relay 84R.
3. As the mechanism moves off posilion, contacts J-2 (bottom cam) of 3JS
open to de{nergize auxiliary relay 84X.

a. Its contacts 7-8 then open to disconnect the automatic controls and
reclose with a time delay following complelion of the tap change. This delay allows time for the automatic contTo]s to
determine whetlieT or not the voltage requirements liave been satisfied before initiating any additional changes.

limiting positions if such operation is attempted.

b. Contacts 9-JO close to prepare for
th~e.dynamicbrakingoperationtofollow.

Note that removing the handcrank`
from its mounting bracket opens interlock
switch 84J to dc-energize the motor drive
circuit. After changing taps manually. the
handcrank must be replaced on its brackct before the motor can be operated
again. After replacing the crank, reclose
breaker 8M to place the mechanism back
under motor control.

c. Contacts 5-6 close to by-pass the
seal-in contacts for motor lower relay
84L. (No time delay, either opening or
closing.) This action serves to protect the
mechanism from remaining off position
(see "Off-Posi.ion Operation") jn tlie
event of temporary loss of control power.

MOTOR DRIVE

Manual operation of the motor drive
can be obtained by placing switch 4JT on

MANUAL and momentarily placing Csr
in either the RAISE or LOWER position.
OIold in contact long enougli for the sealin circuit to establish itself.) Automatic
control is obtained by placing 4Jr on
AUTO. Once a tap change has been initiated, control of the mechanism is taken
over by the control cams and their related switches. j3S. The operating §equel]ce
of these switches is illustrated in the typi-

If the power supply should fail, relay
84R would drop out, losing its seal-in and
preventing any fuTthcT movcmcnt in the
raise direction. However, at the sairLe time
it would also reclose its contacts 7-8,
thereby completing the lower circuit and
allowing the mechanism to return to the
next lower operating position upon return
of power. At that point the control would
revert to normal and the mechanism
would then be free to move again as required.
-L,

4. Contacts J-2 of 3js also dcienergize
auriliary relay 84y. Contacts 34 and JL6
of this relay can be connected by the user

•J
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to provide rein-ote on-and off-position indication as shown on the Control
Diagram.

5. Contacts 2-3 of 33S close and open
during each tap change to provide a pulse.
for operation counter K3.
6. When the mechanism approaches the
next operating position, 33S contacts J-2
reclose to energize relay 84X and:
a. Initiate the time delay for the automatic controls.

I".I""

'-L5-1.Full-cveiEposlTiot`i

b. Initiate the time delay for the dynamic braking-Circuit.

.,iill2.mi..I).

ioAi] cuFmENT|heavylines|CIRCULATIN0CufiRENT

c. Defeat the off-position emergency run-back circuit.

7. At the saine tine, JJS contacts 22-2j
reopen to drop out relay 84R, thus removing a-c power from the motor. Contacts
9-/a of 84X maintain a circuit througlt
rectifier CR and resistors RES to pass d{
Oialf-wave rectified a{) through both motor windings. effccting dynamic braking.
After approximately one second , contacts
9-JO open to remove the d-c power from
the motor.

-
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8. The sequence of operations for
changing taps in the lower direction is essentially the same as those outlined for
raising except that the chailge is initiated

e

through relay 84L.

PROTECTIVE SYSTEM
If, for any reason, a vacuum interrupter falls to open properly at the beginning
of a tap change. relay 68 will be picked
up and sealed in as previously outlined
under "Description." Assuming a change
has started in the raise diTcction, rc]ay 68
then causes the following ac(ions (a take
place:

I. Contacts jj-J9 and 14-20 'will open
to disconnect the manual and automatic
controls. preventing any further changes
from being initiated in either direction.

2. Contacts J 7-20 close to energize auxiliary relay 68Jf/R through the 84R sealin circuit consisting of J3S contacts 22-2J
and 84R contacts P-J0 plus contacts J-6
of auxiliary relay 68X/I.

3. When 68X/R picks up, the following sinultaneous actions occur:
a. Contacts 7-8 open to de-energize
relay 84R which in turn stops the motor
from running any further jn the raise
direction.

b. Contacts J4 close to seal in

68Jf/R through lower contacts J2-Jj of
Sequence switch 3js (top cam).
c.Contacts9-JO.clos'etoapplypow-

10
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9.
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Fig.15. Tap changing sequence
er to lower relay 84L. causing the motor
to ri]n in the opposite direction and
returning the mechanism to its starting
position.

d. Contacts JJ-J2 close to by-pass
the lower limi( switch contacts JJ-/2 of
LS/I. This insures completion of the circuit I.o energize rc]ay 84L in the event that
the mechanism happens to have started
raising from the maximum lower position
at which time the lower limit switch conlacts may be open.

e. Contacts I-6 open to provide an
interlock with relay 68X/I. preventing i:
from being energized at the same time as
68X/R (thTouBh contacts 16-19 o[ 68
which will be closed at that time).

4. When the mechanism has returned
to its starting position, contacts J2-JJ of
3JS open (o de{nergize both 84L and
68X/A and the system then rclurns to
normal except for relay 68 which remains
sealed in through SCRJP. .

5>Contacts Jj-J9 and J4-20 of 68 will
•remain open and continue to prevent any
attempt to change ta|)s by either tl}e
manual or automatic controls until such
time as reset switch SJP is closed.

FAULT ALARM

When the FAULT light LJP comes on
this is an indication that a loss of vacuum
has occurl.cd in an interruptcr and that
the protective system has operated to
return the motor drive to its starting.position and block any further atlcmpts to
change taps. The transformer can operate satisfactorily in this condition inderinitely but it will no longer have the
ability to change taps.

WARNING - Do not attempt to
change ta|is by means of the handerank tln.
der these conditions as the I)rotec(ive systen will liot prevel)I, such changes and
serious damage to llie tralisformer and/or
|iersoml injiip/ may result!. , ` .,.. `,
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If t-he fault light comes on, leave the
controls locked out and take the lrans-.
former out of service for inspection as
soon as convenient. Make a visual examination of the meclianism in accordance
with the procedures outlined under "Installation." In particular. look for such
things as loose, worn, or broken parts:
t)Ending: misalignment; etc. Also check

for proper movement of the wear indicators alld actuator assemblies while changing taps manually. If no problems are
found during this examination. the lockoLit was most likely caused by a s(ight loss
of vacuum in one of the .interruplers,
resulting in its failure to extinguish the arc
properly. Hi-pot testing should then t)e
performed (o locate the defective component.
TAP CHANGING SEQUENCE
The sequence of operations and the

rye.tphfgs£[ft:£:nici`::ct::iajpntseer]ic;:::%
are described in the following paragraphs
and (he corresponding steps are illustrated in Fig. 15. The information is of a typical nature only and for details of the
actual connections, tap voltages, sequence
of operations, etc., used in a particular
applica(ion, refer to the transformer
nalnepla!e.
I . Assume a starting position witl` both
of the tap selector's movable contacls on
the same stationary contact. In this configuration load curre'nt is evenly divided
between both sets of contacts and the (wo
t]y-pass switches. This is Tererred to as the
"full-cycle" position.

2. As a change of ta|)s begins, one bypass switch opens. diverting its half of the

load through the vacuum intcrrupler.
3. The interrupter then opens, breaking one-half of the load current and causing the entire load to be carried through
the remaining half of the circuit.

4. The open<ircuited contact of the tap
selector is then free to move to the next
tap position without interrupting current.
5. Tl`e vacuum interrupter recloses to
redivide the load.

6. The change of taps is completed
when the open by-pass switch is reclosed.
requiring approrimatcly 2.2 seconds for
the entire sequence of operations. In this
configuration , a section of the transformer winding is bridged by the tap selectors
and, therefore, a reactor has been placed
in the circuit to limit the flow of circulating current. By designing the winding and
reactor to carry the circulating currcnl,
this bridging (or "halfroycle") position
can be used as an intermediate operating
position and. in effect, doubles the nunt]er of ta.ps or steps.

`®

shouldnotcauseanydana6etothetrans-

saz.e[£i::;tinoenx,tocrhjanpt8hce::::?:h!:i::ihg:
in€ position is not used as an operating
position, the opposite. by-pass switch will

former. However. in the Step 3 condition
all of the load current must pass through
half of the reactor circuit.
{

Open.

CAUTION -. The l[allsforme[ is
designed to pemit o€f-position operation
under full load. However. if o[Fpositioil
operation occurs, steps st\ould be taken
as sootl as possible either to (chum .he
mechanism to a normal opeTating condi::t::::n:ntfte£:cmheans:tsai!°tnoa%ec:Fftua,C[: tioli o[ .o reduce lhe load cu[renl to onecycle" posi.ion as shown in Step 11. Iial[ o[ the maximum nameplate ratli.g in
When the half-cycle position is omitted order to avoid possible jnleri\al damage
as an o|)Crating position, approximately lo the ti.ansformer.

8. The ihterrupter opens again and a
sequence of operations continues in the
same manner as before until both movable contacts of the tap selector again come

4.4 seconds are required to move from
one full-cycle position to the next.

In addition to doubling the number of
steps by ineaus of the half-cycle position,
a two-position reversing switch is also included to double the number of steps
again. The switch js used to reverse the
|]olari(y of the voltage taken from the
tapped section, permitting the tapped see-

voltage of the main winding.

cuits where the voltage
stresses or curren( to
be interrupted would
otherwise exceed the

capability

of

MAINTENANCE
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tion to be used twice - one time adding
to and the other (ime subtracting from the
The addition of a
series (ransformer permits the use of the tap
sclec.or switch in cir-

Contacts on auxiliary relay 84y can be
wired into the user's alarm system to warn
of an off-position condition as explained
under "Operation, Motor Drive" and as
shown on the LTC Control Diagram.

the

GENEF`AL

The following items should be inspected at yearly intervals or as dictated by the
user's maintenance experience.

I. Check the condition and dielectric
strength of the oil in the tap-selector compartment and replace if necessary. Maintarn ttic mininum oil level as indicated by
the liquid level gage.
2. Examine the self-adjusting` oil seal

at the point where the control shaft (6,
Fig. 12) enters the bottom of the oil com-

switch. Its series winding is placed in series

partment.

with (he load and voltage from the tapped

3. Check opera.ion of the protective
system outlined under "Testing Protective System." If the FAULT light is on,
review the paragraphs under "Fault

section is impressed
upon its excited winding.
A
reversing

switch changes the
polari!yofthevoltage
applied to the excited
winding, making it
possible to add to or
sub(Tact from the voltage in the main transformer winding, tl`us regulating the output. With the tap changer on the middle
or neutral position. zero voltage is impressed on the excited winding and the
output voltage is neither raised nor
lowered.

OFF-POSITION OPERATION
In the event of an emergency situation
such as failure of the power supply, controls, motor. etc„ it is possible for the
mechanism to stop with one of its by-pass
switches open as in Step 2 (Fig. 15) or
with a by-pass switch and an interrupter
open as in Step 3. Although operation in
the Step 2 condition is undesirable. it

Alarm."
4. Check to see that the gear-tee(h paint
marks are properly aligned when viewed
through the on-position observation port
(I, Fig. 12). If the drive does not stop ex-

ac(]y on position, the control cans and
their respective switches should be exa-

mined to see that they are secure. The tining of the dynamic braking can be
adjusted by Slightly shifting the appropriate cam or cans. Refer to "Operation,
Motor Drive" and to the Control
Diagram.
5. Keep the mechanism gears and controt cans lightly greased.

CONTROL CIRCUITS

WARNING - If it becomes necessary
to work on any of the circuits associated
with the line-drop-compensator current
transformer. be sure to short circuit its
secondary before removing the I]urdefl. 'It]e
secondary circuit of an energized ctirrent
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transfomier should iiever be opened, as
dangerously higli voltages may deve]op!
These voltages can not only I)reak down
insulation and destroy the current tTaus.

romer but present a serious hazard to per.
sonnel,

olay Malntonanco
Relay contac( surfaces should be kept
clean but require no further at(en(ion until tl`e silver is almost gone. Filing or
otherwise dressing the con(acts results
only in loss of silver and reduces normal
contact life.
r.- \1

VACUUM INTERRUPTER

to 1007o . 75tyo , 507o and 25tyo of remain-

ing contact life. To use the gage. place the
machined en'd of it squarely against the
surface of the wear indicator adjacent to
the pin and attempt to slide the various
graduations over the pin. The remaining
life will be in the ralige of percentages between the step tha[ will just go over the
pin and the next smaller step that win not.

]nterruptor Ftoplacomont .
New interruplers will be furnished as
an assembly, complele with actuator.
springs, latch. dashpot, wear indicators,
etc„ as shown in Fig. 9. Assemblies can
be ordered by Catalog No. 229A2079G2
through the neares( Sales Office of the
General Electric Company. One assembly is required for each phase, or a total
of three for the entire mechanism. All of
the necessary adjusting and (ightening has
been done at the factory and no fur(her
changes should be made in any of these

The arcing contacts within the interrupter vyill gradually wear out over a period
of time as a result of interrupting current
during cach tap change. It is rccommcndcd, therefore. that the wear indicators
(Fig. 10) al`d the entire switch mechanism be inspected after the first two years
.,setti.ngs since. improper tecl`niqucs can
of service or 25,OcO operations , whichever damage the interrupter and/or prevent
occurs first. The frequency of inspection
the assembly from func(ioning properly.
thereafter should be based on the obTo replace a vacuum interrup(er assemserved rate of wear and ally other pertibly, first remove tt`e old assembly by disnent factors such as subsequent changes
connecting the two cat)le leads and
in load conditions, the importance of continuity of service, previous experience, removing the three mounting bolts. When
installing the new assembly, hold it away
etc„ but at no greater than lo-year infrom the operating cam and scdgively
tervals.
lighten all three mounting bolts. After inWhen the intcrrupters are new and in
stallation. a gap of 0.125 ± .010 inches
the closed position, the wear indicator
(3.18mm ± .25mm) is to be established
pins protrude 0.040-inches (I.02mm)
between the drive nut (7) and upper acabove the surrounding surface of the intuator arm (9). This is to be measured
dicators. When this I)rotrusion has tieen
with (he mounting bolts tight and the cam
reduced to zero, the interrupters are no
roller (I) on top of its cam. i.e.. with the
longer suitable for service and must be
inlerrupter in the closed I)osition. If adreplaced. As an aid in determining the
justment is reduired, loosen th.e locking
percentage of remainin.g life, [hc amount
nut jtlst under the head of the cam adof protrusion can be roughly measured
justment screw in the appropriate direcwith a special "go or no-go" gage providlion to correct the gap. Repeat if
ed with each transformer for this purpose.
necessary to obtain the required gap.
The gage consists of a square brass bar
with one end machined off to a different
depth on each of the four sides. These
four steps are gradua(ed to represent the

amount of pin protrusion corresponding

CLEANING
Each time the switch compartment is
opened for inspection or maintenance, the
oil should bc drained and all surfaces of .
the mcchanisrn and its tanl( should be
tlioroughly c]caned. Clean by washing
with clean, dry transformer oil applied
with dry, lint-free cloths; then flush out
the interior of the compartment and refill
with riltered or new oil.

LIMIT SWITCHES
O|]era!ion of the limit swilches at the
maximum raise and lower positions
should occur slightly before operation of
the camopera!ed con(Tot switches. Operation into the limit position is maintained
by a control relay coutacl in parallel with
the limit swi(ch. When tl`e mechanism
reaches either of its maximum positions,
(he respective limit switch should be open
to preven( aTLy further movemcn( in the
same direclion. To adjust one of the snapaction limit switches, loosen the mounting screw at the roller cnd and move the
switch so as to advance or retard engagement oftheroller with theactuating lever
a'
on the position indicator shaf..

COUPLING DISA§SEMBLY
If it becomes necessary to disconnect
the position indicator or control shaft or
to remove the LTC mechanism from (he
oil comparlmen[, care must be taken to
see that the parts are reassembled correctly. It is Tecommcnded, therefore, that tl.e
mechanism be set on tlie middle tap position (normally the neutral position see transformer nameplate) before disassembly and again before reassemt)ly. If
in doubt about the position of the tap
selector switch. its middle position can be

established by placing both of lhe lnovable contacts on (he s(ationary contact labeled ``M" on tlie cylinder wall.

Before replacing the cable leads a hipot test should be conduc.ed as oullincd
under "Installation." Be sure lo observe
the comments on positioning of the movable contact lead before reconnec(ing.

CHECK AFTER FtEASSEMBLY
Af(er any r:assembly of (he load-tap
changing equipment, the appropriate test
routines outlined under "Installation"
should be re|)eated.

MEDIUM TFtANSFORMEFZ DEPARTMENT

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
ROME, GEORGIA 30161
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